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CHAPTER I
TI-IE PROBLEM
Introduction
In. th.e past Y'ears blame for reading failures has shifted.
There was a time when a child's failure to respond to reading
instructj~on \vas loolced upon l)y the schools and parents as the
child's failure. That time has passed; for now· the parents say
that if the child does not learn, something is wrong with the
school. Both the school's process and its content, -are failj_ng
to reach the child. In most instances parents are using -the
child's ability to read as their chief criterion in evaluating
t11.e school program. They blame the whole school system if he
does not learn to read. With the burden demanded by the Right
to Read l borne by the schools, the search for solutions to read-
ing difficulties has widened. Despite the fact that schools are
not solely responsible for all the factors that inhibit the de-
veloI.)ment of readi.ng skills, there is taci t acceptal1ce th.at they
must O'ieJ'.:,come -chern. T'herefore, "the responsibility for meaning-
ful action necessarity falls upon the administrator, for he is
IJalnes E ~ Al.le::\n, "T11e Right to Read--Target for the
70!S,H .Jollrrlc..\] ()f£~,e(3..~i, XIII (Novernt)er, 1969), p. 95.
1.
2in the .best position to initiate change."l
Statement of the Problem
The writer of this paper had beer1 a primary reading
teacl-ler for a nwnber of years. Recently, she has assuTIlecl the
responsibility of principal in an elementary school. Realizing
how instrumental she should be in creating an atmosphere in which
effective teaching of·reading and maximum learning till<es place,
the writer decided to pursue the study of the role of the prin-
cipal in the prevention Q£ reading problems. Hopefully the re-
search findings will reveal a two-fold purpose in:
1) Clarifying the responsibilities and the basic duties
of the pril'1cipal in maintaining an effective readin.g program.
2) Providi11g guidaI1Ce through an In-service workshop for
all t110se adlui.rlistrators i.llterested in inlproving the reading
within their schools.
?ignificance of the Problem
Adm~nistrators, moved by the realization that effective
readin~ is the basic tool of all learning, are now convinced
that tl1ey ShOl.lld illcorporate v\Ti th"in their schools a well-organ-
ized instructional program wherein emphasis is placed upon the
preverltion of reading problems. Frequently however, the adminis-
trator feels at a loss-as to how to improve the reading within
his school since he is not entirely clear as to what reading in-
valves --- C011.f.lici:i.n.g ·vie\vpoints are always confronting hinl.
lCa.r1. B .. Smi t11, .I{ea.dincJ Px'oblenlS arld the En\Tirol1.ment:
The I'rinc:.:ioal f s ~'()le (t'J~w7i( ,-I.lela\vare: Illterllational t(eacling
A ~c''''--)Cl'atl' C)~[l---l ()o(::9..wT'-N1" j'" 4,_ ..... ~ L _ .., -'~ _, .., .' • . •
3Ho\v should he go about preparing rlin1self wi th t11e necessary
knowledge he needs for such an endeavor? He has heard from va-
rious sources about the different types of reading programs
how would he go "about selecting, initiating and evaluating a
suitable progranl? \v'tlat equipment and materials are needed for a
total school reading program? How can these materials be evalu-
ated effectively? What can be done within the school to help all
teachers grow in their responsibility for the improvement of
reading? What role would paraprofessionals, parents, and com-
muni ty play in the reading program"'? HOVJ can they be incorporated
in this all-out endeavor? These are just a few of the many ques-
tions a dedicated administrator may ask as he is confronted with
the problem of improving reading instruction within his school. 1
The role of the principal today must be dynamic--moving
along wi tIl his rapidly-changing erlvironment. He lTI'LtSt ma.ke hiln-
self knowledgeable abollt edtlcational factors \vl1i.ch cont:cibute to
good administration as it is considered in the present day.
Since reC).d~ing is of paramou.!lt ilnportance in tlle scholastic
echelon, the principal should consider himself as a leader who
coordin.ai:es, supervises and promotes the entire reading program.
Therefore, he should become involved in in-service workshops,
reading courses, meetings, and so on, in order to better fill the
4role he is called upon to assume.
The following chapters are intended to shed light upon
the many facets of the principal's role as the one who is chiefly
responsible for prograr@ling reading instruction that will oblit-
erate the need for remedial services except in the most complex
cases.
CHAP1~ER II
REVIEW OF RELATED LITERATlJRE
Importance of tIle Role of tIle Px::i.ncilJal
Teaching children to read is the most important single
responsibility of the schools because all further education
depends uporl i.t and a nation of illiterai:es can nei tJ:1er
govern itself nor maintain itself as a civilized society.1
I-Ierein lies the importance of an elernentary school prin-
cipal: to establish a functioning organization whereby every
student will attain " • • • the skill and the desire necessary
to read to the full limits of his capability •• 0 ".2
How does an administrator begin to attain this ideal?
Strang states he must be knowledgeable in the various facets of
a total reading program. Although no one expects the administra-
tor to be a reading specialist, he should know enough about read-
ing proficiency in order to select competent teachers, and organ-
ize his· school reading progrcuu to provide for effective reading
instruction. 3 S11epherd adds the prin.cipal must know " • • • tl-le
I'Donald F. Greene , "What the ClaSSrOOITl Teacher l/ooks For
in J.Jeaderstlip, n P.o~.e[.; of t11e. Adrnj.l1istrator a.rldParent in t11e
Scrl.Q2~J~~~lj~1Jq_J)rc).9wJ.;-sS(l, ea. Donald L. Shephe"rd, Hofstra Unj_ver-
sity Reading Conference Proceedings, Vol. I, Part II, (Long Is~
larld, r-.Jc'\lv Y"o)~l<.·: Hofstra Urliversity,1966), p. 35, quoting "Ed-
ucation ill i\rnerica, n §Atlf::rc;lav Review·. Jan. 20, 1962, p. 39.
2James E. Allen, liThe Right to Read--Target for the
70' s U ...J~:t]~l1.z~l of ~~~j.in.g, XI I I (November, 1969), p. 100.
'2 .
·-)h~ll-t11 Strang and ])orlalcl rll. Lindqllist, The AdmiI},.~i..§..trator
aIle} *tl-1E~ IlnillO\len'JC~rlt ()~f R(~c:\.(lil29. (I~elv York: Applcton....Cenctury
Crof"ts-i-Ilc c ,1·9(~()·) r- I). 3 .~._.-
5
6fundamental mechanics of basal readers, the systematic develop-
ment of skills, how to apply techniques of reading to the various
content fields, the best in children's books, techniques in diag-
nosis, and the lead~ng methods of effective corrective reading
instructio11. ft 1
Ideally he should be the leader within the reading pro-
gram for V\rithout hi.s gttidance teach,ers will not know what is ex-
pected of them and this much securi~y teachers need. 2 As Tremon-
ti. sta'tes n • • • ·tile reacling pr·ogram will be no better t11an t11e
!Cilld of leaclersllip F)rovided. ,,3
E\Tidence from The I-Iarvard Repor.1: _9P Reading in the El-
ementary School§. SllOV:S that
generally in those school systems where the principal was
knowledgeable about the reading program, where he was aware
of the strengths and weaknesses of teachers and where he de-
voted a nlaj()r portion o.f his tinl<:? -to t11e improvement of the
reading progrcuu, instrllction vvas good. On the othel: hand,
where principals admitted their lack of understanding of
reading, ~ •• where no effort was made to help beginning
teachers or those stlffering £raIn 'professional a tr.'"ophy, al1d/or
where the principal devoted his time almost exclusively to
office,details, t11e teaching methods and tecflniques llsed by
most teachers were inferior. 4
lDonald L. Shepherd, "Organizing A School Reading Pro-
graIn, n Eoles of the Acl111inistrator and Parent j_n the Scl1oo1 Read-
iI?-..9J~r?q:t·~, ed e f)a\i'id L. S11epherd, Hofs tra University Reading
COllfererlc:.e Proceedings, Vol.. I, '(I-,ong Island, New York: Hofstra
University, 1966), p. 28.
2Richard Bossone, "The Principal's Role in the Reading
ProgJ:a,Hl s " }~I.ernentC:':.~;;l E.ncJ1i§.b, XL (fvlarcll, 1963), pp. 277-279.
3Joseph Tremonti, IiAdministra-tors Must Improve the Read-
ing Progri.:lrn, ff Jo~r!1cll of R(?a,dj_n".9, IX (March,' 1966), 1). 232.
4rv'Iar)l C. l\u.stin arld Coleman Morrison, The First R--The
HarV31"d J-?(?l~ort O'!J_Bf~acling j:.D~~..lelnen t<:l.ry SC!1001s' (New Yor.·l<: The
MacMillan Co., 1963), p. 205.
7It carl easily be seen then, that it is the administrator
wtlO sets th.e tone of the readirlg program, and tllat the learning
climate is established to a large extent by him. His attitude
usually highly cont~gious, will determine to a great extent the
attitude of his staff. l
While it is an undeniable fact that teacher ~ttitudes
and qualifications are essential to a successful reading program,
it is likewise important to note that this country's present
rea,d5_ng crisis is so great that an expedient solution requires
the help of the entire school staff, as well as of parents and
citizen volunteers. 2 Therefore, Bossone claims, it is the task
of the principal to coordinate, supervise, and promote a reading
program t11ai: will enconlpass the total curricull.lnl arld service the
?
students Ileeds ...:J
The Principal As A Coordinator
As a professional leader in his school it is the princi-
pal's obligation to coordinate the staff's various ideas and
plans as he aims to insure each student's "right to read."
Early fficlj.ntains 1:hat "reading instruction involves all teachers
1:f\1ary Co Aus tin, "Professional Training of Reading r'er-
sonrlel,1f In!l£y<3.iic).Q.......f;.\rldCll,~rJe in Reading Instruction, 'Sixty-
seventh Yearbook of the National Society for Study of Education,
Part II (CI]j_cago, Ill.': 'lJniversity of Chicago Press, 1968),
pp. 357-3~164t
2 Virginia Warren, It Starts in the Classroo~, The Pub-
lic Relations Newsletter for Classroom Teachers, (Washington,
D.C.: N'ationa,l Sc11o()1 Ptlblic Relati<..)Ds Association, Sept.,
1970), p. 1.
8and all subjects at all grade levels from kindergarten to col-
lege. ,,1 Realizing thi.s, Newton suggests th.a t 1t some over all
agency--a part of the school, yet sufficiently removed from in-
dividual classrooms' for an entire view is needed to coordinate
the program.-,,2 Therefore, the first area in which the staff
looks to the administrator for dynamic leadership is in the role
of coordinator. In this phase of his principalship the adminis-
trator's prim~ry responsibility is in cooperation with his fac-
ulty, to build a philosophy upon which the reading program will
be ba.sed. 3
Philosophy
Shepherd advocates that the principal must guide the
faculty's thinking in accordance with the known concepts about
reading instruction and at the same time maintain contact with
the endless volume of new ideas. 4 The coordinator must remember
however, if the philosophy is to be really effective, if it is to
be a firm fourldatiorl and a reliable guide for the sc·hool reading
program, that he should not superimpose his own ideas on his
staff, but rather evoke the knowledge and efforts of the entire
lRoy ,). Newi:on, Reading in Your School {New York: McGraw-
Hill Book Co., 1960), p. 206, quoting "About Successful Reading
Programs, It Ellg1i.§.t1 ...J.o~~rllal, XV (October, 1957), pp. 393-405.
2 .
Roy ..J. Ne\,vtorl, Readin.q in Your School (New York: McGraw-
Hill 13c.)ok Co., . 1960), p.2·06.
3 If • ••Bossone, Tne Pr.1.nclpal t s Role," p. 277.
4Shepher(1, nOrganizing Reading Programs," p. 21.
9faculty in its development. l Bossone advises that only by this
means will true acceptance of the philosophy be achieved and will
each teacher understand where and to what extent his efforts fit
into the picturee 2
The philosophy to be developed by the staff should in-
corporate and define the skills needed In the reading act and
the levels at which they are taught most successfully. Knowing
this will avoid the duplication of the teacher's efforts yet
afford tl1e necessary practice and review. It is essential that
eacJ1 teac11er l<.now VJt2a t will follow. 3 According to Harligan, the
philosophy must also define the place of basic readers, grouping
for effective instruction, the place and extent of the remedial
reading program, supplementary materials, methods of evaluation,
reporting procedures, and all other phases of the reading pro-
gram. 4
Research Methods
The above criteria are essential in establishing a phi-
losophy for the reading program. However, the administrator in
11_avJre11Ce O. Lobdell, "Choosing the Philosoph,y of a
School Reacling ProgralTI," Roles of the Administrator and Parent
in tIle~~£.l]091 R~:l::':9in9 F)rograln , ed. Dorlald L. Shepherd, Hofs tra
Universi.ty Reading Conference Proceedings, Vol. I, Part II,
(LOI1g Islarld, N(-~vv Yorlc: Hofstra U'niversity, 1960), p. 20.
r)
~"'Bossorle, "T11e Pr incipal 's Role, p. 277.
~ewton, g~~di~ill in Yq~r School, p. 208.
4Levin B. Hanigan, "The School Principal and the Read-
ing Program," G:i-nn a~nd Coml)any Contributions In ReadirlQ" No •.20
(New York: Ginn and Co., 1963), pp. 1-8.
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the role of coordinator must also know the basic principles of
reading and likewise be a knowledgeable reader of recent re-
search s~ that he will have the necessary facts to guide the
faculty's decision concerning reading procedures. l
Fattu indicates that today, the field of reading seems
particularly susceptible to overenthusiasm for whatever bears
the J_abel "new." Too often highly publicized "new approaches"
capture the attention of the staff. Based on the publicity the
method-receives) one might presume they would soon be in iniver-
sal use. Usually, however, enthusiasm wanes and approaches her-
aIded as breakthroughs are abandoned for some other new approach
in which interest rises to a peak and then recedes. 2
During these periods it is easy to lose sight of funda-
mental principles of reading instruct~on. Much time and energy
cal1 be wasted in climbing on and off the so-called tfinstruction-
al bandwagorls. ,,3 Therefore Savage stresses "no one method 1S
guararit~ed to abolish reading failure in our schools • . . .
All approaches have the same aim~-reading success--but no one
approach vlill nleet the needs of all pupils nor solve all our
reading problems. 1,4
lI-Iarold Turner, "The Principal Moving Toward ReseaI'ch,"
.Edu(:atiorl, LX)Q{IX (Feb. - Ma~·., 1969), I)P. 231-235.
2Nicholas .Pit.. ft'attu, "Research on Teacher Evaluation,"
Th~:~ ,1\Jati l?Ilal E,lEllnE:~n.tclry Principal, XLII (November, 1963), p. 20.
3Arthur I-Iei.llnan, PrinciPles and Practi.s:.£..-=i,,!?_~ Tc::~s;hi.rl9.
Reading (Columbus, Ohio: Chal:-1es E. f\1errill~ 1~~(57),' p. 14.
4J"o11rl F. Savage, "I-Iow to Teach Readin£4 -; tt
School ,-l()11j~11.(:\1·, IJXX (f\'1ay-.Jltn(~, 1970), I)P. 9 ..... 1() ..
(~;:?, t.ll01 ic
,....,..·iIlr.. '_·..-'_~__
11
For this reason the principal must be familiar with the
outcome of various studies. Accumulated research demonstrates
very convincingly that several approaches to beginning reading
may be offered to young children rather than relying on any
single approach as has been the usual practice. l Since all
children do not learn i.n exactly the same way, an eclectic
approach is often suggested as a means of caring for their indi-
vidual differences. A teacher using this approach selects SllC-
cessfuL features of those methods that best meet the needs of
her s-tuderlts. 2
How'ever, Strang maintains that "this does not mean a
mere hodge-podge of techniqlles. Each method or technique should
be used for a purpose and contribute to the conti~uity and pro-
gression of the students' reading experiences. tt3 Savage further
advises that the principal must keep in mind that "an approach
is found to be successful because the teacher believes in it,
wants' to see it \vork, and works hard to see that it does work.,,4
Therefore' he must be informed to bring these ideas and develop-
ments to the attention of his staff if and when the need arises.
IHelen Robinson, "Fut'ure .Reading Instruction," ForqirlQ
Aheag i11 Reacli.rl.9., ed. J. Allen Figurel, Internatj_onal Reading
AsSOCj_cl.tj.O!1 Ccn1fererlce Proceedirlgs, Vol. XII (Newarlc, Delaware:
International Reading Association, 1968), p. 35.
,..,
~Savage, "I-Io\v t,o Teacl1', tt p. 16.
3Strang, Jhe Administrator, p. 40.
4Savage, "I-Io'\tv to Teach, tf p. 16.
12
Selection of Teachers
Since the teacher is co-responsible for a successful
learning process it is expedient that the principal be selec-
tive in his choice of personnel. He mU.st realize that the qual-
ity of his school will largely depend on the personality and pre-
paration. of his staff5 1 Hanigan suggests that in interviewing
persF>ec,tive teacl1.ers the administrator seeks to know the candi-
da.te's urlderstandi11g of the teaching of reading, his experience
in this field, his personal philosophy regarding education, and
also which methods and techniques he has used successfully. If
the candidate's philosophy coincides with the established phi-
losophy of the school, the chances of having good'staff inter-
relations and a stroTlger prograIn ar~ i.nst.lred. 2 The principal
must likewise assess the competencies of his present staff so as
to l<.now· w11ich teacher."s work most effectively irl the different
phases of the readj_Ilg program. 3
Newton states that teachers are human beings with
strengths and weaknesses. It is up to the successful adminis-
trator to know his teacheI'S volell and place them so that their
strengths are em,phasi.zed aI1d tl1.eir weal<.nesses minimized. 4
lStrang, The_Administrator, p. 1.
2Hani.gan, "TJ-l.e Schoo]_ Principal," p. 2.
3Shelley Umans, Designs for Readinq Proarams (New York:
Bureau of Publications, Teachers College, 1964), p. 2.
~e\~ltorl, Reading i!l-.Yo~ur School, p. 217.
13
In a total reading program where all teachers are ex-
pected to teach reading, DeBoer and Dallmann advise the prin-
cipal to see to it that the content area teachers are competent
in their fields. Although specific training in reading is desir-
able, any competent teacher can learn a great deal about the
reading problems children encounter and about ways of helping
"
• 110 more effectj_ve way of t commul1.icatj~rlg stl.bject
Ina·tt.er 1 couJ.d be conceived than to promote in the lea~"ner the
habits-and skills needed for efficient reading in the special
stt.l:>ject area.s. ttl .Joh11son rightfully states" • • that teach··
ers who best learn to read children can best help children
')
lea..rn to rea.d.ffll:...
When hiring new teachers it might be well .. for the prin-
cipal to keep in mind the differences between a successful and
an unsuccessful.teacher. The successful teacher teaches chil-
dren to read while the unsuccessful teacher teaches material to
childteri~3 It is evident therefore that selecting effective per-
sonnel is' the most arduous task an administrator must perform.
Materials
It has been established that the teacher is the most
s.:igrli£:Lca11t fa~ctor j_I1 determi.l1g whether students will be SllC-
lJolm J. DeBoer Clnd Martha Dallmann, lJltS. Teaching of
lS,.ec-).di:.!?:£l (l'Je\v Yor:h:: I-Io1.t, RirJellart and Winston, Inc., 1960),
p. :.341.
')
'--r3al~1)ah L....JC>}111sorl t uIV1axin1unl Tea.cher Effectiveness,"
g.Q:.~\cl~!lSJ._~~~~~~1er" XXIII (t~O\lE~lnber, 1969), prj. 126--131.
p. 436.
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cessful in learning. This is not to say that materials and
methods are of no consequence, but rather serve a supportive
role to the artful teacher. l
The need for a variety of materials for use by children
in learning to read is widely supported among educators. 2 Ac-
cording to Heilman supplying these materials is a special admin-
istrative as well as an instructional problem. 3 Although there
is no patent. solution to this problem, the principal who budgets
his money wisely will be able to buy a number of different in-
structional materials, if with the aid of his teachers he se-
lects the ones best suited for the students needs. 4
The Guide to the Teachinq of Reading in the Denver Pub-
lie Schools suggests that cooperative planning should take place
in the purchasing of these materials. 5 If not, the principal
will rUl1. the risk of ·wasting valuable money and Iiterally bur-
dening his teachers with materials they do not want or need. 6
ILea f'ay, "The Teacher and the Improvement of Reading,"
Readinq Methods an~ Teacher Improverneni, ed. Nila B. Smith,
(Newark, Delavv-are: Irlternational Reading Association, 1971),
p. 113.
2No}~man Frarne, "The Availabili ty of Reading Material
for Teachers a,nd Pupils in tIle ,Primary Level, tf Elementary
Enqli~h, XLI (March, 1964), pp. 220-224.
31-1-1- F)- ." ... dP't-el ffic1rl, _-'rJ_l1.C1J:l-::-.es an., rae lces.,
4Strang, The ~dministrator, p. 94.
5Denver Public Schools, A Guide to the Teaching of
Rec1.(]~r19. iIl tIle I?ell.\ler rJu:blj.c Sc11oo1s-Elemel1tarv Sell00l Pri11ci-
.l2c11s., (I)epartrnE~rlt of General CurriculuITl Services, 1967), p. 17.
6I-Iarl:l£Jarl, "The School Principal," p. 55.
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When purchasing materials principals must keep in mind
that " • • • a single basal series with no supplementary books
provides a threadbare poverty-stricken reading program. III
Dietrich adds that !fa basal text bool< cannot provide any school
with a total reading progrcun. There are many components which
make up the total program; and unless we move beyond the basal
reading series, we often lose the impact from the teaching of
the skills through th.e basal text. ,,2
F'c)r the elelTlentary program the principal should supply
a variety of materials such as: sets of basal readers and work-
boc.)l<.s wl1:Lc11 would cov'er the students t range of abili ties, spe·-
cial types of materials that are related to the approaches used,
transparencies, duplicating masters, multi-level kits, high in~
terest-low vocabulary books, trade l)ooks an.d other teacher pre-
pared materials. Multi-media devices which would include:
films, tape recorders, tachistoscopic devices, and teaching
machines with visual and auditory input and output, should also
· - 3be consJ..dex ed.
Undoubtedly all these suggestions are good. However, it
is financially impossible to purchase all the materials that are
commerciall)T ava,ilable. Heilman suggests that the principal be
prepared to give leadersllip and guidance in evaluating tl1e vas·t
INew·ton, !,(eadi119 it'! YOl1.r School, p. 219.
2J)orotll;,,T Di.etrich, "Chal.lenges in Readi.ng," Reading
-YeclcheJ;:., XXI I I (l)ecE~rnber, 1969), pp. 260- 272.
~1arilYl1. L,iclltlnan., ttK.eys to a Successful Readi11g Pro-
granl," RE:~~clinSl. ~rE~3..(~:her:., XXIV (April, 1971), pp. 652-658'.
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amount of reading materials; since their impact on learning and
reading instruction will likely be dominated ,by efficient adver-
tising and public relations programs. l Therefore the adminis-
trator should encourage his teachers to examine books at exhib-
its and secure inspection copies of all kinds in order to decide
which books and n.aterials seeln desirable. 2 Likewise educators
must realize that it is important that questions be asked which
are relevant to sound educational goals, and that the evaluation
of particular materials should determine how they propose to a-
chieve these goals. 3 Although materials supplement instruction,
it is well for the principal to bear in mind that well-supported
research has not discovered a specific set of materials as a pa-
nacea for remedying all reading disorders. 4 Otto- and Smith
s tate trIa t
• such a discovery is unlikely. But the fact remains
that in certain situations, with certain pupils and certain
teachers, some materials will produce satisfactory results
and some will not; some will be· received enthusiastically
by ~upils and teachers and some will not; some will be worth
the money they cost and others will not. There is, of
course, no formula for evaluating materials for good and
all: Criteria will differ, depending on expectations and
local application and on the resources available to local
schools. 5
IHeilman, PrinciQles and Practices, p. 2.
2Denver Public Schools, Readino" Guide, p. 17.-
3Hej_lnlar1, Pri11ciples arld Practices, p. 2.
4Wayne Otto and Richard J. Smith, Administerinq the
Schqol Readi11g Proqram (Bc)ston: Houghto11-Mifflin Co., 1970),
p. 131.
pp. 131-132.
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Atmosphere
The importance of the reading program should be TIlirrored
throughout the school. As a coordinator the principal should
provide an atmosphere in the building that reflects the impor-
tance of reading. l This can be accomplished through a variety of
techniques. Hanigan states "that one of the "most effective" is to
have colorful bulletin boards with reading motifs throughout the
b -Jd- ,,2Ul _ lng. Charts and materials showing reading development at
different levels and posters illustrating the reader's ideas
gained through reading, accentuate the reading atmosphere. 3
Hester maintains that if the above is properly used, it will
make an important C;oI1tribution to pupil growth "and development"
in learning to read and make reading more alive for children. 4
It is likewise important that the school have a good cen-
tral libr~ry, adequately equipped and located where the entire
school has access to it. 5 In addition to this, the principal
should see to it that there is a reading corner in every class-
room that contains a small library of at least 50 books ranging
IBossone, "TIle Principal's Role," p. 277.
2Hanigan, "TIle Scllool Principal," p. 3.
::sIl -d)]" ..
---_.
.e':±Ka.. t111eerl B. I-Ies ter, Teac11iI19 ~verx Child to Read (New
York: Harper Row Co., 1964), p. 330~
5Aust in, Ttle F'j_rst R, p. 232.
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in all levels of difficulty and dealing with a variety of sub-
jects. l
Book fairs and exhibits are also effective especially if
children have a share in deciding what kind of books, exhibits,
and activities are to be included. 2
In highlighting reading atmosphere special programs may
be used to stimulate an active interest in books. McKee sug-
gests such programs as:
"
• dramatization of original plays
cOllcern~irlg books, parts of booles, and stories; pantorninles about
books; TIlaking book lists for children of various ages; book re-
views; • making poster's concerning books; • • • and drama-
tization of the proper care of books. u3
Many other enticing activities may be worked out by the
principal and his staff. ~1ything that will bring children's
attelltion to wOJ;thwhile books is likely to lead to interest in
reading. It would be well for the administrator to remember
that his own enthusiasm for and gellera1 interest ln reading is
a prime factor in awakening interest in children. 4
lAlbert I-Iar·ris , Effective Teacllinq of Reading (New York:
David McKay Company, 1962), p. 485.
2DeBoer, The Teaching of Readigg, p. 253.
3paul McKee, The Teaching of Reading in the Elementary
School (CaInbridge, Mass.: HougI1ton-Mi££lin Co., 1948), p. 585.
4Mildred A. Davvso11 arld Henry A. Bamman., FundanleJ1tals
of Basic Readinc~ Instrllction (New York: Longnlans, Green and
Co., Inc., 1959): I). 315.
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The Principal As A Supervisor
It is an undeniable fact that progress results from
steady improvements. It is not an achievement that once gained
is forgotten; rather it is a continuing process. If a principal
wishes the mark of excellence for his school, he realizes the
need for improving teachers and teaching. Among the promising
procedures tlsed by administrators are the follo"ving: observa-
tion of the teacher, faculty meetings and in-service training. l
Cushenbery reminds principals that as educational leaders they
must be concerned with strengthening each teacher's abilities in
the {:)rj_llciples and proCedtlres of effective reading instruction;
which in turn shouJ.d prevent the need for remedial programs. 2
Observation
In reference to the first procedure, teacher observation,.
Hicks all.d Jameson st"ate that if prirlcipals are to know thei.r
teacllers, how the)l vfork wi ttl children, how they handle grollps in
instruction and how they provide for the gifted or retarded stu-
dent, then " ••• they must be willing to move away from their
lEdgar Morphet, R. L. Johns, and Theodore L. Reller,
Educational Administration (Englewood Cliffs, N.J.: Prentice-
Hall In·c;., 1959) ,~ -p-:-3i-s. .
2R. I... 0 Cllsl1el1bery, Reading Improverne!l.t in the Elementary
School (West Nyack, New York: Parker Publishing Co., 1969)~ p.
6.
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office to see what is tc).l<irlg l)lace in tl1e classroorn. ttl
In recognition of the above statement The Harvard Report
011 Reading in Elementary Scrloal§. strongly recommends "that prin-
cipals be relieved of many clerical chores and be assigned more
responsibility for guiding the performance of teachers in the
instruction of reading and related subjects and that principals
who are unwilling or unable to fill successfully the responsi-
bili ties of trle posi tion be relieved of this leadership role. ,,2
The role of supervisor is extremely important since all
teachers need guidance and support. This extends to the inex-
perienced teacher, those new to the school ~ystem, the experi-
enced competent teacher (who wishes to increase the scope of
professional activity), as well as the mature teacher who is in
a rut. 3 Basically teachers have greater potential than they dis-
play. Many factors prevent them from utilizing their skills and
abilities, some of which are: lack of vision, past experience,
lack of adjustment in human relations, community pressure, poor
personnel administration, and inability to evaluate their own
work~ They need the supervising principal as a guiding force
who will help them release their full potential in order that
lWilliam V. Hicks and Marshall C. Jameson, The Elelnen-
tarL,SchoolPrincipal at Work (Englewood Cliffs, New Jersey:
Prentice-Hall, Inc., .1957), p. 59.
'J~Austin, The First R, p. 242.
3pau1. B. ..Jacobson, Wi.lliam ·C. Reavis, and James D.
Logsdon, The E£f~ctive School Principal in Element~ry and Sec-
2«ndary ScI-lo()l_El{F:.[lglevvood Cliffs, New Jersey: Prentice-I-Iclll,
Inc., 1954),. p. 103.
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they become more effective in their work. l
However, if supervision is to be effective the principal
must maintain a good healthy rapport with his faculty. "In some
way the principal must get across to his staff the idea that his
major purpose in the school is to help them to be more effective
teachers. rt2
If the teachers realize that the principal has an inter-
est in, appreciation of, and approves the effective teaching of
reading that is being done, they will welcome his supervisory
visits. They are aware that they will receive constructive com-
ments about their teaching procedures and the atmosphere in their
classrooms. Whether a teacher is a specialist or a beginner it
holds personal'value to know that every time the principal visits
the classroom a friend is coming in to help and support. 3
Strang and Lindquist state that it is likewise imperative
that the administrator allovv h-is teacl1.ers the "freedom to fail. tt
n
. . . that is, a freedom to try new ideas which might improve
reading n· Principals should encourage controlled experi-
mentation in the classrooms. Teachers who deal daily with chil-
dren are in a position to try new ideas that come from them and
their collagues. Through their efforts much knowledge can be
lKimball Wiles-, Supervision for Better Schools (New York:
Prentice-Hall, Inc., 1955), p. 10.
2Hanigarl, uTIle Scl1001 PrinciI)al," p. ·5.
3Carma11 W« Lucas, "IsIt Really Necessary for Principals
to Visi t Clas~roo1Tls?" The r~lE~me11tary School JO~lrnal, LXVI (Feb-
ruary, 1966), pp. 246-247.
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added to what is known about ho\~ students learn to read and im-
prove their reading, and how the reading process should be
modified. l
The administrator must likewise realize the importance
of being available for consultation after observing the reading
lesson in operation. The Denver Guide to the Teaching of Reading
in the Public Schools suggests that the principal arrange for a
personal conference with the teacher to evaluate the effective-
ness of t11e l(~SSOrl and examine the way~s in vlhich it might be im-
proved. 2
Hanigan advises, however, that
personal experience seems to indicate that it is best to re-
frain from critizing methods and procedures used by a teach-
er, unless others can be suggested. It has likewise been
proved valuable to focus the attention of both teacher and
principal on the children and their problems rather than on
the teacher. 2
Therefore we can see that the supervisory role is impor-
tanto It enables the principal to note how various components
of the total program work together. Through his daily observa-
tions ,he should be able to notice areas of weakness and wi th tIle
teacher find ways to remediate the situation. 4 Supervision in a
school is neither unique nor inappropriate. It is essential be-
cause it " • • • molds individual teachers into a faculty and
let tf~J"'1- Ad· · "9
... J rang, "-lle ,ffilDlstrator, p. 1.
2Denver Public Schools, Beading Guide, p. 8.
3 Hanigal1., u'Ihe School PJ:incipal," p. 6.
4D · t·· h "Ch 11 " 271le-rlC, a .enges, p. •
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solitary lessons i11tO a grand educational experience. ,,1
Faculty Meetings
The second procedure used by administrators in their en-
deavor for excellence is the faculty meeting. Hicks encourages
principals not to overlook the possibilities inherent in these
meetings for improving the teaching methods within their schools. 2
However, too marlY facul-ty meetings are cluttered wi th announce-
ments, policy-s~ating, minute-approving, and rule-making sessions
which leave little place for the actual study' of instructional
problems. 3 A greater success will be attained in the reading
program when faculty meetings are planned and organized for fur-
thering the faculty's knowledge on pertinent issues in the
h e f de 4teac lng O' rea lng.
In meetings geared to reading instruction all teachers
should participate since it is imperative that each one under-
stands 'the role he is to play in the school's total reading
program. 5 McDonald believes that unless content area teachers
participate in this program, reading will continue to be isolated
from the main effort of education. It is inevitable that a read-
IJol!n L. Ohles, "Supervision: Essential and Beneficial,"
Cle~rinJL!:IOtlSe, XLIV' (November, 1.969), p. ,136.
2Hick.s, Ihe lllell1entar~_Selloo1, p. 60.
3T J • 1 p. e · 1 d pte
- l"lel !nan, - rlDClp es. Z.-\.Il . rae lC~..,S, p. ~532 •
4I-Iester, T~a..s:ll.irlg Every Child, p. 343.
5Albert I-I. SCfluster anel Milton E~ Plaghoft, :The Enlergil}Q
El.<2Pl)nta:r..:L_~~ur}"i.cUlum. (Columbus, Ohio: Charles Merrill Co.,
1963 , p. 22.
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ing !)rc)gram tllat has total staff committment will flourish. l
Planning the faculty meeting agenda should be a joint
endeavor. Wiles states tllat it If . . . should be developed by
the total staff, with each member on an equal basis offering any
problern that he feels is j_Inportant. ,,2
Variety also adds vigor to staff meetings. Hicks and
Jameson offer sllggestions such as grade group meetings, subject
area meei:ings; faC1Il ty reports on recent Iiterature',arld re-
source people invited to inculcate recent trends in reading de-
velOI)nl(~rlt:.~:3 Tb.e fclculty sl'lould likewise plan at the e11d of the
year to evaluate the reading program, in order to discover the
areas of success and failure, and to make adjustments for the
followi11g year. 4
Wi th suell particj.}')atic)n t11e facul i:'y will incI-ease their
understanding of the reading program and this increased knowledge
usually brings acceptance and increased competence on the part of
teachers.
IThomas McDonald, "An All-School Secondary Reading Pro-
granl," Jourl1al' of Readir!.9" XIV (May, 1971), p. 557.
2wiles, .Su,Rervision, p. 183 •
3Hicks, The E1emep._t_'2:..rv Scpoo1, p. 60.
4/I'remont~i, "Admin.istrators Must ITIlprOVe, tt p. 236.
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In-Service
Heilman rightfully states that "Edl..l.cators have realized
that if education is to fulfill the role assigned to it, teachers
can never feel that they have reached the point where their pro-
fessional grovvth is adequate for the task. ,,1 In the Education
U;5.A.• Special_ll.eQort - Re~ding Crisis: The Problem and Suggest-
ed_§olll.ti,gns t tl1e vvJ:,i ters state that few classroom teachers have
any real idea how to teach reading because of their inadequate
pre-service training. 2 Educators and laymen tend to think of a
teacher with a degree and a few years experience as a nearly
finished product. The fact is the product is never finished. 3
Smith maintains that the whole area of reading instruction
has cllarlged trelnerldously in the last decade and there are thou...
sands of elementary teachers who need to be brought up-to-date
in regard to recent research, materials, and procedures. 4
To measure up to what is demanded of them, teachers need
assistance. They should become acquainted with the ideas of ex-
perts in the reading field. Therefore administrators must pro-
IHeilman, ?rinciE;t..es and Practice~, p. 525.
2Art Pirle and George I'Jeill, Reaqi11g Crisis: The Problem
and $uggested Soluti011S (Washillgton, D.C. : National School Pub-
lic Relations Assn., 1970), pe 27.
30tto , Aclm5.rliste~ip9. tI1~__,Sc0oolt I). 178.
~ilE\. B. Smi'ch, !\fevv~.)o(~~~~#in R<?adil1.q I11struction, ed.
Sandra M. BrC)W11, (Ne\v York: M'u,ltirnedj-a Edll.Cation, 1I1C., 1971),
p. 171.
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vide inspiring leadership and guidance in making these adjust-
ments. This can be realized through in-service activities. l
Authorities generally suggest that in-service training
sessions should include: " • • diagnosis and testing, use of
equipment and materials, instructional techniques, how much to
expect from youngsters and evaluating and reporting progress.,,2
However ,Adams states that principals s110uld ()f£er a question-
naire which gives respondents an opportunity to express their
needs for learning about certain aspects of their work. 3
The administrator should have specific needs in mind
w11en plarlnirlg an irl- service program. He should heed at to's ad-
vice that an in-service reading progr~l directed at too many
problems, or at problems vaguely defined by the school requesting
help, often prodllces disappointing resul ts. 4
There are many ways in which a principal can cOndtlct in-
service programs. Murphy suggests: special work projects,
courses given by competent instructors and specifically orien-
lE1izabeth Gra£, "How to Develop Staff COITl,petence in Pro-
moting Maximal Reading Interest Through Basal Instruction," De-
veloping Permanent Interest in Reading, oed. Helen M. Robinson-,-
Proceedings of tl1e Annual Conference on Readirlg ,Vol. XVIII,
(Chicago, Illinois: Chicago University, 1956), p. 201.
Reading Crisis, p. 28.
~1ary Laurj_ ta Adarns, "Teachers I Instructional Needs-
Teachil1g Readirlg," Reading Tec,cller, XVII (January, 1964), p. 260.
4otto, Adlninistering the School, p. 180.
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tated grade and faculty meetings within a school. l Attending
reading conferences and making visitations to other schools are
ways which Tremonti feels will assist the teachers in helping
themselves. 2 Other considerations offered by Wiles are: closed
circuit TV, films on teaching techniques and brief bulletins
attractively prepared by the principal. 3
Although there are varied suggestions in conducting in-
service programs, the principal must be aware that the design or
struc;tl+rE~ TIlllS·t grOVJ out of the problems' under consideration be...
Cd.use u.11~fo:ct:ullc\.tely there is no blue-print for its. organiz.a- ..
tion. 4 11ovlever, .t~aron suggests that involvement is a key corn-
ponent which the principal should keep in mind while planning
an in-service prograrn. 5 Goulet supports t11is con~ept of in-
volvement when he states that teacher education is not merely
forcing the teacher to sit passively in a demonstration class-
room, or to attend a series of lectures. If teacher growth is
to be continuous, the teacher must assume the initial role--
1John F. Mu.rpI1Y, ft In-Service Trainj_ng of Teachers,"
Roles of the Administra!or and Parent in the School Reading
Progr'am, ed. I)avid L. Sllepherd, Hofstra U11iversi ty Reading
Conference Proceedings, Vol. I (Long ISlal1d, New York: Hofstra
University, 1966), pe 32.
2Tremonti, "Administrators Must Improve," p. 233.
3.vJiles, Supervisio'p', p. 262.
, 4Bertha Brandc)n, "In-Service Education for Elementary
Teachers," Educat.:i.~nal ~E?adership, XVII (March, 1960), p. 341.
5Ira E ...l\aron, "In-Service I-Ielp on Word A11a1ysis Tech-
ni.ques, If Readi11C} T·ec).(~he~, XIX (March, 1966), p. 414.
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becoming involved at the very beginning. l
Communication is also vital to a good in-service pro-
gram. I'rincipals and -teachers must be able to talk clearly
with an understanding of the problems they face. Such prac-
tices are most successful when the group membership is limited,
since small groups necessitate participation. 2
Adm~nistrators must also keep in mind that it is im-
portant to provide teachers with models they can emulate. The
goal set before them should be practical and attainable, not
just an i.deal. If at all poss'ible, when planning demonstra...
tions with children, preferably use pupils of the teachers who
are watching. This will carry the message effectively.3
In planning in-service the principal must-give consid-
eration to the ti.1ne element. These programs should be carried
on throughout the school year and whenever possible they should
be scheduled during the school day. Teachers will participate
more enthusiastically when they are not exhausted froffi.a full
day of teaching. 4 Even with careful planning, however, the
value-of the program is doubtful unless provisions are made
lRichard R. Goulet, "Not In-Service but Involvemel1t,"
The I\Iational Elelne~::r;Y' Principal, XLVI (February, 1967),
p. 6'*1.
20tto , Administering the School, p. 175.
3Robert A. McCracken, "In-Service Education of Teach-
ers," Readir19 Reali-sIn, ed. J-. Allen r;igurel, Il1ternational
Reading Association Conference Proceedings, Vol. I, Part I,
(Newark, Delaware: International Reading Association, 1969),
p. 399.
4Pi.aron, "In-Service I-:Ielp," p. 413.
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for fqllow-up in order to rectify misconceptions, omissions
and misapplications. l
Fi.nally each administrator must realize that "110 in-
service progrmn is complete without provisions for constant
evaluation of its ef£ectj_veness and that effectiveness must be
evaluated in terms of changes that occur in teaching and learn-
ing. ,,2
The Pripcipal As A Promoter
AI'! enthllsiastic· administrator is alwa:>,s concerned about
public relations and more particularly·about public understand-
ing. 3 Promoting good relations is a necessary responsibility
of the principal and must not be neglected. For as Jacobson
states, if the principal is to provide a sound educational pro-
gram, he must show par~nount concern for cOlnmunity understand-
ing. 4 One suggestion offered by Harrington is that the princi-
pal shoul.d forrnulate and insti tute definite programs for each
school's educational operations. Such programs would facili-
tate knowledge and u11derstanding between hOlne and sc11001. 5 Ad-
ministrators ffitl.St realize that it j_s necessary for them to sell
IMurphy, "In-Se:I:'\lj_ce Training," p. 32.
2 Ira Eo Aaron, Byron V. Callaway, and Arthur V. Olsen,
Condllcti.rJ£12:l~-~~,(:'.r\[ice~r2frLamsj_n Reading (Newark, Delaware:
InternatiorlZ:il Reading Association, 1965), p. 46 •
.3f-licl<.s, 'fhe E.l~'!!}~Jlta~School, p. 47.
4Jacobson, 'l'he Etf~s:tj~ve Sellool, p. 540.
SAlrna J-Iar'J:ingto11, "I)areI1ts and the School," T11e Readil29.
Teacll(?I.", XXIII (tvlay, i9'?O), pp. 711-716.
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their reading programs, not just on one occasion but frequently
· Iand whenever the need arlses.
The first step in planning an information campaign for
the parents and the community is an evaluation of the school
reading program by the principal and the faculty.2
It would be well for the staff to heed this advice,
Spache claims, because a self-evaluation would serve as a uni-
fying element since all teachers do not understand the entire
process of lc~arrling to read; and tend to differ among ·them-
selves on critical issues due to their diversified background
in professional training. 3 Once this is accomplished,the ad-
ministrator will stand on a solid foundation when he promotes
his school's program. 4 H.is Pllblici ty plans should include:
provisions for information, direct involvement of the public,
and services.
Provides Information
There are various avenues of communication open to the
Principal. Parent conferences are one way to get general in-
fornlation regardi.ng the reading program as well as specific
IGreene, "vJha·t the Classroom Teacher," p. 37.
r)
~AIlnc). r'reela11d, "Helping Parents Understand in Reading
for Tt1day t s Cl1ildren, " aNational Elementary Principal, XXXIX
(September, 1955), pp. 236-244.
3Geo)::ge D. SrJache, .Parents and t11e Readj_ng Program
(Campaign, Ill.: Garrard Publishing Co., 1965), p. 4.
4~Newtons Reading in Your School, p. 203.
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facts, about children's progress. l However, Russell claims
that individual conferences are expensive in terms of time and
energy. He firmly believes that the interpretation of the
school's reading program is best accomplished thru parent-
teacher organizations. 2 Hanigan advises administrators that
one of the finest contributions they can make to a reading pro-
gram is to work closely with this group.3 These meetings shc)uld
consist not only of presentations by local teachers, principals,
and resource people, but should include the students taking part
i.Il denlonstratir1.g special techniques and Inaterials. 4
Another sugg~stion would be for the Principal to ar-
range for parellt specl.kers to prepare a report on the reading
program. With adequate help from the faculty they may even
attempt a panel report or a debatee 5 Regardless of the type of
presentation the pr~ncipal should provide adequate time for
questions and general discussions. 6 Newton claims that there
are many particular values that can be obtained from such pro-
cedllres. It i.s more convincing to have parents rather than -the
pri11cipal co~mencl the SCllool t s program. 7 Wartenberg reminds
lOtto, A.~lm5"nis_terin.g the School, p. 143.
2Russell, Q1j_].dren. IJearn, p. 586 c
3Harligal1; "The School Principal," p. 7.
4Russell, ~hildren Learn, p. 586.
t::~Spache, Parents and the Reading, p. 5.
60tto , Administerinq the School, po 144.
7Newton, ,Reading in Your School, p. 203.
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the administrators that a single informative meeting can turn
confusion into understanding. and doubt into support. l
Publishing attractive illustrative booklets, addressed
to parents, settil1.g forth the rationale of the reading prograln
is another method that some principals have employed to dis-
seminate inforluation al)ou t tl1eir sC}1oo1's reading program. 2
Whenever feasible administrators should also encourage parents
to come to school during the reading lesson in order to see
·t11eir child "i.n c.\.ction" whj_le lec\rrling to read. 3 The above are
just some suggestions. that might prove beneficial for any prin-
cipal who wishes to promote understanding of the reading pro-
graIn in his particl,llar school.
InvolVE~S Parents arld Cc)mmuni ty
Some principals make good use of the time and services
of parents and other concerned adu'l ts in the cornmu.ni ty by· dravv-
ing them directly into the reading program activities. 4 Warten-
berg states that " • • parents are.willing to work for the
schools on a non-paid basis, particularly in the reading area
and probably because it gives them an opportunity to learn what
is happening."5 In certain areas administrators have provided
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for parents to be given minimal training to prepare them to do
directed tutoring with disabled readers. l The principal who
allows for direct parental involvement will reap many dividends
such as an appreciation on the part of the parents of the daily
prol)lems, a better unders·tanding of their OWl1 child's progress,
an improved reading program and a more competent staff. Paren-
tal involvement has a tendency to sharpen a teacher's program,
to provide f?r more individualized help and to focus on new
i.d.eas ancl tec';}111:Lgl.les. 2
ri'reelar.ll1 refers to a principal WllO used direct parental
involvement as saying
We don't need to try to convince parents what we are
teachi.ng--tr1ey are on the 'j~nsid.e 1 of the reading program.
'J:lley l<.n.ow arld ll11derstand w11a t we are doi11g, furthern1ore,
they help us. It's a cooperative und~rtaking and a bene-
ficial arrangement for all concerned. 3
Lloyd further comments that "parental i11vo1vernent is
not just a public relations nicety. Experience indicates that
the program is directly proportionate to the extent and enthu-
siasm of the parent's cOITlmi tnlent. ,,4
Besides involving the parents, the administrator must
IF'ra11k Vellutil10 and Christopher Connolly, "The Train-
ing of Paraprofessionals as Remedial Reading Teachers in an In-
ner-Ci ty School, It The l=<ead!.ng Teac11er, XXIV (March, 1971),
pp. 506-512.
2'Wartenberg, "Parents i.n tl1e Reading," p. 740.
3FreelaIld, "Helping Parents Ul1.d.erstand," p. 241.
4I-Ielene M I) Lloyd, "Ne\AJ York Ci ty t S Program for Develop-
i.llg tl1E~ I<.ole of Par'ents irl Readirlg r>rogress, ti J11e Readj_ng Teach-
££, XVIII (May, 1965), pp. 629-633.
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be instrumental in tapping other intellectual resources of the
community to help his reading progrilln. 1
Many principals" find that community groups are willing
to help to provide outside tutors or teacher aides if they
are approached properly. Princeton, Minn., for example,
has recruited volun-teers from the Future Teachers of Ameri-
ca local chapter to help its regular staff on the reading
progranl. 2
Otto cites that "Reading Mothers" have been organized
in some schools to read to the children as part of a prereading
p ro.... gy.':\nl 3...... .._ (~i •
Ccnnlnuni t)7 libraries are also instrumental in enhancing
tI1(~ school t s readi.I'lg progranl. Representatives of the Public
Library may be invited to speak to the students about the work-
ings of the library, to give a book review or to tell stories
so as to sti.nlulate an added interest in reading. 4'
Al t110ugh communi ty involvernen-f.:: i11 the school's reading
program is a t"ask Vvllich requires constant effort on t11e part of
administrators to establish good public relations, the benefits
reaped far out-weigh the difficulties involved. 5
lSl1elly Umans, New T:r;.ends in Reading Instrllction. (New
York: Bureau of Publications Teachers College, 1963), p. 44.
2 P ine, Reading Crisis, p. 23.
30 *tto, Adnlil1i~t.~_ring t):1e Sc.hool, p. 145.
4DeBoer, Tl1e Teacl1iIl90f Rea~ding, p. 342.
SPine, Feadinq Crisis, p. 23.
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Provides Services
There are a nwnber of reading-related services that can
substantially heighten public relations without involving great
expenditures of time, effort, or money_ One such suggestion is
help for the disabled reader. Assistance for these students is
a definite means of promoting public relations. Such services
cl..~;Sllrf; parer1ts tlla..t their child is getting the help he needs
V\Tllcn. he rlE'ecls j_t. When provisions of this nature are included
dtlX·j_!19 the school .clay i t makes both the child a11d his parents
happy. This satisfaction will prompt the parents to spread
the "good news 1t to others in the communityt 1
Another mea4ns of helping disablecl readers is setting up
an after-school tutoring center. Some ingenius principals have
tapped nearby colleges for students majoring in Elementary Edu-
cation to work with these children. Results were three-£old.
It not only helped the child and provided for good public re-
lations, but also gave the college students field experience. 2
Newton suggests a sumnler reading progrilln as another way
of helping students with reading problems. However, he warns
administrators to keep these classes limited in enrollment,
staff them with the most competent teachers and provide suffi-
lOtto, Admini.steripg th.e SCll00~, p. 146.
2Alieline \\1. C;omberg, 1f1=>reservice Reading Instruction:
An Apprenticeship 1.\1~airling Program on Carnpus," The Reading,
l'eac}1er, XX:III (May, 1970), p. 763.
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cient resources and diagnosis. Such provisions will insure
effectiveness and promising results. l
I'>arents stlould be aware that most schools havE;~ access
to the health department, psychological and guidance clinics,
and remedial reading clinics. If they have a child who is re-
tarded in reading and his problem is particularly difficult to
analyze they should freely discuss this case with the principal
and let him suggest possible sources of help. These special
services are equipped and ready to analyze the student's prob-
lems and give the assistance needed. 2 On the shoulder of the
princirJal falls tIle responsibili ty to coordinate these ser-
vices. 3
If provisions are made within the school for a remedial
reading program Wartenberg advises the principal to consider
in-service meetings for the parents of these children. General
topj~cs such as causes of difficul ty, remedial practices, rnate-
rials used and helps that can be provided in the home are some
examples which will benefit those involved. This opportunity
to meet as a group and discuss common problems and to receive
guidance and direction can be helpful to all concerned. 4
Strang believes that adult education programs promote
INevJton., FeQ;cling~._~.J1. YOllr School, p. 242.
2William Burton, Clara Belle Baker and Grace K. Kemp,
Reading. in Child Devel21~g~'nt, (New York: Bobbs-Merrill Co.,
Inc., 1956), p. 518.
3I-Iclnigc\11, "Ttle Sellool Principal," p. 3~
4wartenlJerg, "I-"arE~11ts in the Readirlg," p. 719.
good public relations.
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In many cooonunities these include
courses on the improvement of reading. These classes increase
awareness of the importance of reading. l
A final statement as regards the administrator's effort
in providing services is offered by Otto.
Taken together, the services proposed cover a wide
range and would, therefore, reach a large segment of the
population in a community. None of them would require a
great deal of support; in most instances they could be
self-sustaining. Yet ttley can amount to a demoIlstx'ation of
the school's staff's interest in having reading development
re~ch beyond the classroom. The effort we feel, will be
vveJ_l rev'Jclrcled $ 2
Conclusion
n I.n sluulrnary, i t seems evidel1t that the. full development
of readi.rlg i11structiorl--trle core of the academic program--must
depend on the best efforts of the key person in the school--the
principal. ,,3
This writer is convinced that an elementary school ad-
ministrator would find reading of optimum value as an area of
specialization. 4 It would afford him the security he needs in
providing efficient leadership. Today's principal must be a
dyn~lic educator since he is held accountable for every facet
lStrang, The Administrator, p. 36.
20tto , ACllUiJlistering the School, p. 148.
3}7rances V. Sweerley, "Reading Irlstrll.ction arld the Ele-
mentar:>' PriI1cipa.l," The ReasIill9 Teacher, XXI I (~.1arch, 1969),
pp. 504-506.
4Ib~d.
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of th~ learning process.
The principal's role, states Bossone, is one that is
extremely difficult and responsible.
Unless he is willing to assume it, the school ",,,ill never
have a really unified, sound reading program, for it is
the principal who can win the support of all the people.
It is he who can determine the strength and progress of the
program as coordinator, supervisor, and promoter of the
program. It is he who can be an aristocrat among educators
by exercisin~ true educational leadershoip and £acilitating
instruction.
TJ1E~ \-vords of James E. Allen, Jr. sh.ould serve adminis-
trators as a dutiful reminder. "Remarlcable success 11as been
achieved by our educational system, but so long as there is one
boy or girl who leaves school unable to read to the full extent
of his capability, we cannot escape the charge of failure in
carrying out th.e responsibili ty erltrusted to us. ,,2
IJ30ssorle, "The Principal's F(ole," p. 279.
2Allen, "rfhe Right -tC) Read," p. 101.
CI-IAPTER I I I
DESIGN OF THE IN-SERVICE PROGRAM
Goals and Objectives of t11e Program
In a11aJ_y'zing -American education, a very' .large number of
observers are indeed in agreement that the school principal
holds the most strategic position in the educational system.
It~ is tl"l(~ 1))~·j_11c~:Lpal., more than anyorle else, \\Tho has key
leadership responsibility for determining the conditions and
standards of a-school. l
Elementary educators should realize that since reading
is a tool of learning which is used in all subject areas, it
must hold precedence over all subjects. It is therefore imper-.
ative for principals to be informed in all facets of the read-
ing process. "Wi thout pri11cipals and supervisors who lead 1:he
way to better reading, even the best teachers won't find it
easy to improve reading instruction as fast as they ShOllld. ,,2
Teacbj.ng is a cooperative endeavor and man)' factors must blend
together to produce success. "Teacl1ers al1.d administrators can
work together successfully if the teachers are convinced that
the administrator has a genuine interest in the reading pro-
gram, keep~; abrea.st of th:i.Ilgs going on irl the field, a11d acts
lr/Ia.x I(()Sel1"berg, u'rlle Values of School Principal Evalu-
atior)" H §(11'-l.f~2t.iS~Il, LXL,.I (February, 1971), pp. 212-214.
r)
'-:"GE~ri:ru(~e \AltlirJplc, 2P~diIl9..Elem.entarvRead:ing Pro-
grams (Newark, Delaware: International Reading Association,
1966), F). 16.
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more as a catalyst and a resource person than a directing
genius."l
It is important to an administrator to improve the
quality of his performance in ways that will affect significant-
ly the educatio11al opportuni ties for all WI10 attend that school. 2
It would be well for principals to bear in mind that many forces
will shape futllre trends in reading instructiol1.. However, the
one known predictable factor will be today's educators. They
must t11erefore be l)repared to make a favorable contribution.
To do this c-lclrn:Lrlistrators must be aware of new ideas and cur-
rent trellcls in reading.. There are various ways to accomplish'
trlis taslc ~ In order to luake tIle principals in the Diocese of
Dallas aware of their role in the reading program this writer
pro\lided 2\. rea,(ji11~J j~n-se:rvj_c'2 worl<.shop on October 29-30 at St.
Monica School, Dallas J Texas.
TIle £o11cnNirJ.~1 ol)ject:Lves \ivere d\~cided upon for the
workshop:
- To arouse the administrators' interest in their role in the
total rea(15.11g J?r:ogram
Tc) pro1Ji,d.(; 0IJI)or:·t·ulli ties to discuss recent methods, grouping
pla~1.s c.\l1.d rna.tf2.rJ.clls :in readin.g
- To offer procedures for diagnosing and correcting reading
pro1)} ern.s
___.....-.....~_~~_.. _,~._,_~A,.... _
l(:c)l(~nlarl 1'·1()x::cis()[1 J "Ca.n. Administrators· a11d Teachers Pla!1
tIle I-Zead.irH;} f~):-()(=~J:r(:11n rI'o£Jetllc:~C?n Ff'9I_Cling !\11~.a~d i.ll. Readill9., ed. J.
Allerl I:ligl.l:cel, Illtel~11at:l()l1c.\.l R(~adirlg Assoc:iation Con.£erence Pro-
ceedings, Vat. XII, (Newark, Delaware: International Reading
Association, 1968), p. 260.
2I·?of:)erlt)(~r£1, H'I'11t':~ \Ta.lues, " f). 213.
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- To recommend suggestions to the principals for improving the
teaching of reading within their respective schools
Presentation of the Reading In-Service
The preparations for a reading in-service workshop for
principals were initiated August 4, 1971. Sister Caroleen,
S.S.N.D., Diocesan Superintendent enthusiastically received
this suggestion. Sister felt this project would be most prof-
itable for those involved and vouched her support. Sister
Augustine, S_H.G.! the Diocesan Supervisor, likewise welcomed
the proposal and offered her assistance. Since the writer was
the president of the Diocesan Principals' Association, plans
were made to present the proposal to the members at the first
meeting of the 1971-72 school year.
The address to the Principals' Association on August 17,
1971 irl(~luded these followi.ng points:
The writer's reason for initiating a reading in-service work-
shop
- The necessity for principals to be knowledgeable about the
various facets of the reading program
- An eXI)lanation of the ques ti.onnaire which wO'uld survey the
particular needs of this groupl
A call for volunteers to participate in organizing the work-
s}101J
lAppendix A, p. 66.
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Planning Committee Meet~ng
The next phase of the workshop preliminaries involved
the five principals who volunteered to assist the writer in
setting up the program schedule • Consideration was gi,\ten to t11e
questionnaire results and topics were selected in the order of
preference stated. Some topics were combined and although read-
ing in the Content Area was not requested by a large percentage
i. t ,,,ras inclllde(j bec~ause of i ts inherent value.
Having made th~ choice of topics the possibilities of
getting renovJned.speakers in this field was then discussed. A
list was drawn up at this time for the writer to use as refer-
ence when m~cing the contacts.
The feclsibili ty of shovv-ing a film and using taped
speeches was also discussed. Arrangements were made to deter-
mine the availabili-ty of these materials. A panel discussion
was planned primarily to share with the principals the wealth
of knowledge gleaned from the research efforts for Chapter II
of this paper.
The details of the workshop were also arranged at this
time. A typing comrnittee was organized to prepare the programs
and the lTlateria.ls that would be needed. Arrangements were made
for the luncr1eorl and a telepllone commi ttee was selected to con-
tact the schools for their participation response.
A few of the prirlcipals reg,uested perlnission to bring
their reading teachers and for this reason the writer felt that
other teachers might like to attend. It was then decided to
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open the workshop to all who were interested.
The Diocesan Superintendent in her October Circular en-
closed a memo encouraging all to participate in the Reading in-
service progrilln~l Two weeks prior to the workshop a flier was
se11t to each SCll.oo1 annOUnCiJ19 the agenda. 2
Activities~of the Proqra~
Registration for the workshop bega.n at 1: 30 p.m. on
Friday, October 29th. The writer welcomed the participants to
St. Monica School and expressed gratitude to the Diocesan of£i-
c.ials al1d to all pr:'esent for their support. The purpose of the
workshop and the need for the -evaluation sheets to be cOTIlpleted
was explained at this time.
The Diocesan Superintendent, Sister Caroleen, 8.S.N.D.
addressed the group and introduced Miss Bette Perot, a member of
the Na*tional ReadiIlg Counci]__ "The Right to Read Program" wa.s
~he topic of Miss Perot's -address.
A Panel comprised of four principals was next on the
agenda. The material contained in Chapter II of this paper
formed the basis for the discussion.
Mrs. Dorothy Bracken, the Director of the Reading Clinic
at Southern Methodist University and Associate Professor in the
Department of Education, addressed the group concerning the
"Evaluation, Dj_agll()sis and Treatment of Reacli11g Problenls." A
questi.on and ansvv'er seSSiOll. foJ_lo1Ned at which time Mrs. Bracken
J-l-\ppel1di_){ B, p. 680
2A .. C, 690. ppel1.cllX I·) •
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offered many valuable suggestions.
The schedule of the day being completed, the writer
asked the participants to complete their evaluation sheet before
leaving. l The assembly was then dismissed.
The second day of the reading in-service workshop began
with an address by Mary Glen Peery. Mrs. Peery, an assistant
professor in education at North Texas State University, teaches
reading at the undergraduate level. In 11er lecture, "Current
1\.I)proc\C~J.-leE;, IV1.etrlods arld f\1aterials in Reading, the liros and cons
of the methods advocated by today l s educators were discussed.
Tlle next activi ty on the program was a fi£teen-mirlute
film enti tIed UDiagnosi~s-Forrnal and Informal," developed by
Dr. William D. ·Sheldon arld prodllced by A.llyn and Bacon, Inc.
The film sho1ved. ways i.ll which tIle reading abili ty of pupils can
be diagnosed through the use of formal and informal instruments.
The informal diagnostic tests \,A/ere ShOVll:1 given indi4viduall)T and
in small groups. The use of formal tests in diagnosis and in
the measurement of reading achievement was illustrated and dis-
cussed. After t11e film, copi.es of tIle Arnerj_can Book Compa.ny In-
formal Reading Inventories were distributed to the audience and
Sister fvl. Roger, C:.S.B. a reading specialist, explained its use
and how to administer it.
AftE-~X tIle c~offee break, !vir. Vernon Ead)T, Associate!:lro-
fessor in the Education Department at North Texas State Univer~
sity, add.:ress(~~d tll.\.~ a,ssembly. His topic was "Readil1g i11 the
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Total Schc)()l--Grouping Procedures" which included a dem.orlstra-
tion with students.
"Prevellting Readirlg IJroblems It was the topic discussed
by Miss Cherie Clodfeller, Assistant Professor in the Education
Department at the University of Dallas.
Sister Colleen, S.S.N.D. a reading instructor at the
University of Dallas and also the Supervisor of Student teach-
ers, offered,advice to the assembled educators on the teaching
of ttRead:LI1~J irl th.e Content Area. It Her delivery demanded audi-
ence participation which gave the assembled principals and
teachers many practical suggestions for classroom use.
The concluding activity for the day was a sharing of in-
service ideas by the writer. The principals had indicated that
they would appreciate suggestions for enriching their faculty
meetings. A listing of reading lectures available from the
Texas Educational Agency and Staff Development materials in-
cluding £ilnls, filmstrips, material kits and audio tapes avail-
able from Region 10, an education service center, were compiled
and given to the participants.
Time was allotted for the participants to complete
their evaluation sheet and then. the assembly was dismissed. l
Conclusion
This workshop has provided an enriching experience to
all who participated. In an age of great concern for education
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it is especially important that teachers and administrators
possess an understanding of the value and influence of their
work. The growth of American Education has been nothing less
than spectacular during this century. Since progress is made
one step at a time, every contribution toward educational
excellence is a step in the right direction. The educators in
the Diocese of Dallas rmt their best foot forward as they pur-
sued exterldix!9 thej.r I)eT-sonal development in the interest of
CI-IAP1'ER IV
REPORT OF FINDINGS
ReSl11 ts of the Preliminar),r Questionnaire
In desir5ng to plan an effectj_ve In-Service Program the
wri ter lcept j-n mi!l.d Murphy's suggestion that If learning will most
probably' OC;Cllr vJl1en the theme for study is one of real interest,
a kn0W11 l1.eed and of concern. to the learner." 1 Therefore, a pre-
liminary questionnaire was given' to pinpoint the specific needs
of the principals in the field of reading~ There was no attempt
to identify the individual respondents, although the schools are
identifiable by a nUrnerica.l coding systern. Thi.s assured cOlnplete
anonymity to all schools that complied. Questionnaires were
given to all thirty-three principals in the diocese and twenty-
five '\J\1(-2:ce returned. The survey "vas ended by Septelnber 1, 1971
with 76 per cent of the principals cooperating.
Principals' Background Information
The statistical data presented in Table 1 give a capsule
view of the experiential and educational reading background of
thE': pril1cipa.ls :i~n the Diocese of Dallas.
nvo or 8 per cent of the principals had no administra-
---_._._-------...
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tive experience whatsoever, while the range of experience for
sixteen or 64 per cent of the respondents was from one to five
years. Those prj~ncipals wi th six to fifteen years of experi-
ence numbered five or 20 per cent of the total. Principals who
had fifteen or m.ore years of experience included two or 8 per
cent of the participants.
TABLE 1
PRINCIPALS 1 BACKGROUND INFORMATION
__......~......___........~__. _....-_____. ·'.-.lKo_......
Years of E>::pe]~ien.ce Undergraduate Graduate CoursesCourses
>-e
0 1
-
5 6 -15 15+ 0 1-3 4-6 0 1-4 5-7
- No·1No. % l-.Jo. % No. 90 NOe % I'Jo. % % No. % No. % No. % No. riJ
-.. ..
111442 8 16 64 5 20 2 8 8 32 6 24 17 68 6 24 2 8
The largest number of principals (over half) had from
one to five years of experience. One-fifth of the group had
franl six to fifteen years' experience. The principals with the
least and the most experience were the fewest represented in the
questionnai.re.
At the undergraduate level eight or 32 per cent of the
principals had no reading courses. Eleven or 44 per cent had
from one to three courses while six or 24 per cent had four or
more courses at this level.
The percentage of principals with no graduate reading
courses was 68 per cent or seventeen of the respondents. Six
or 24 per cent bad from one to faux graduate courses, while two
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or 8 per cent of the administrators had from five to seven
courses at this level.
The most revealing insight gleaned from this part of the
survey is that almost one-third of the principals participating
had not been exposed to at least one undergraduate reading
course.
Previous In-Service Opportunities
The information offered in Table 2 highlights the in-
serv:ice p)~()granls 1AJl'1ich the particir)ating principals experienced
within the past year and their usefulness.
CO!lsi.derj_r..lg the opportunj~ties listed in Table 2, 36 per
cent of the principals attended reading conferences and 52 per
cent participated in workshops. The percenta~e of principals
who witnessed a demonstration in Reading was 56, while a total
of 60 per cent attended Teachers' meetings. Although 48 per
cent of thern found the in-service ideas applicable to their
situation, 28 per cent did not. However, 24 per cent of the
principals did not participate in any type of reading in-ser-
vice. This indicated that if in-service is to serve as a tool
for improving the administrative quality as regards the reading
program, it must be enticing to captivate a large audience and
practj,c:a.l to pro"\Ti.de the particj_pants with ideas they can use
to impro\re their !)resent si tuation 0
TABLE 2
TYPES OF IN-SERVICE OPPORTu~ITIES EXPERIENCED BY
PRINCIPALS THIS PAST YEAR fu~D THEIR USEFul~NESS
In
o
sI I I I Principal~
a 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 ·13 14 15 16 17 18 P.912O 21 22 23 24 25
t j •. r No. %
b J x.
* •• 1 * * * -lE- I .lE- * ?'f o • , •• 9 36.. " •• ."" I 1\ e • .. ·. .. .. 'II • · .. ·. .. (I •I ~
c * *I·· * .. .. * .. * *1 * ·. * * * * * * 13 I 52·. .. .. ·. .. • flo ·.! I
d .. -1.-
·. * * * * * .. * * * ··I· · .. . * * * * * 14 56·. .. .. .. ·.I i
* * * * * * *"
t
* * * * * * * *e ·.. ..
..
·.
..
• • it!'· ·. ·. ·. IS" 60I
I
-I- If + + ·. + - + - ..L + + - + ·. + + + + - -. o •••• ·. ·.
9 + + - + + + + + + + + + - - - - + + + + + + + + -
I
a. School Number
b. Reading Conferences
c. Reading Workshops
d. Reading Demonstrations
e. Teachers' Meetings
f. Able to Use In-Service Ideas
g. Reading In-Service Experience
Code:
* participated
•• did not participate
+ y:es
- no
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Reading In-Service Needs
The Statistical data presented in Table 3 stress the
particular areas of reading in-service in which the principals
were interested. They were asked to select three topics in
order of preference and indicate their choice ori the question-
naire. This information was valuable in planning the reading
in-service for the principals. The topics of highest interest,
·vvI1iuch. 40 per ceIlt, ()f the prirlcipals requested, "vere "Diagnosis
an.d Treatnlent of Reading Problems, It and "Suggesti.ons for Provid-
i_ng In-Service for Your Facul ty. " "Evaluating the Reading Pro-
gram al1.d Children f s Progress," and "Preventing Reading Problems,"
were areas in which 36 per cent of the participants were inter-
ested. "Current Approaches and Methocls in Reading," and "Group-
ing Procedures for Effective l\eaching of Readi11g, If ranked third
with 32 per cent interested in these topics. The five remaining
topics seemed to be of least interest to the principals at this
time.
E\,ra]~u.ation of tIle In-Service Program
The £iI1dings of the t(~lephone commi ttee indicated that
all participants could not attend the workshop both days.
Therefore two evaluative checklists were prepared, one for Fri-
day and one for Saturday. The purpose of these checklists was
to see whether or not the reading in-service met the needs of
the participants as reported in the preliminary questionnaire.
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TABI.~E 3
READING IN-SERVICE NEEDS
-=============================:;:::==========
Suggested Topics for In-Service
Principals
No·. Per cent
Readiness and Beginning Reading Success 3 12
Evaluating Programs and Children's 9 36Progr'ess
.. -,
Apfjroacl1es and Methods j-n Reading 8 32
Grouping Procedures
Reading ill the Content Area
Suggestions for Providing In-Service
Selecting and Evaluating Reading
:f\1aterials
Involving Parents in the Reading
Program
Preventing Reading Problems
Diagnosis and Treatment of Problems
Providing for the Retarded Reader
8
7
10
4
4
9
10
3
32
28
40
16
16
36
40
12
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Hopefully, all areas of interest were touched upon an~ suffi-
cient suggestions offered. The report presented in this por-
tion of the chapter is indicative of the effectiveness of the
prograln.
Twenty-ej.~ght paroct1ial schools wi thin tIle Diocese of
Dallas participated in a Reading Workshop on October 29-30,
1971. The superintendent, her tw~ associate supervisors, twen-
ty-six principals and seventy teachers, grades one through eight
particir:>a-ted in -tIlE'; first day's activities. The secolld day tIle
atldi.erlce vvas cornr)r5.sed of two supervisors, twenty-six principals
and fifty-three teachers.
Par."ticipal1ts' EvalllatioI1 of Program--First Day
The data presented in Table 4 show that of the three top-
ics offered on the first day, Dorothy Bracken's discussion of
"Evaluation, Diagrlosis and Treatme11t of Reading Problems" re-
ceived the greatest number of excellent ratings. Twenty or 80
per cent of the principals and fifty-five or 78 per cent of the
teachers evaluated her topic as excellent. While none of the
principals gave this topic a poor rating, two or 3 per cent of
the teachers did.
T'he panel discussing "The Administrator's Role in the
Reading PrograIn" received a majori ty of good ratings. Ho\vever,
27 per cent of both principals and teachers rated the panel as
excellent and one or 4 per cent of the principals and four or
6 per cent of the teachers rated this topic as poor.
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TAf3LE 4
PARTICIPANTS' EVALUATION OF PROGRAM--FIRST DAY
____, 0, .. -..- _
Statements on Evaluation Sheet 1
2
No. % No. %
___, .,__.__o__.. -- -+-_--+_--I~-_f__--
1a. TI1E~ Right, -to I<ead Program 5 19 15 58
lb. The Adm.irlistrator's Role in th.e Reading 7 27 13 50
Pr()grarn
Ie. Evaluation, Diagnosis and Tre·a,tmen-t 20 77 5 19
of Readj-ng Problems
-
2. Topics were beneficial to Administrators 12 46 11 42
3. Practical suggestions were offered 10 38 13 50
4. Orga11izational Plan of the day was 12 46 10 38
appropriate
5. Sllrvey requests were sufficiently 9 35 15 58
harldlecl
6. The over-al.l pIall of t11e program was 11 42 12 46
defined clearly
"""
7. SllggestiollS for fOllow-up vvere suffi,cierlt 9 35 13 50
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TABLE 4--Continued
Rating Teachers' Rating
3 4 5 1 2 3 4 5
No. ;Jio Nc). % r\J"o. % 1'10. % No. % No .. % No. % No. %
"---1- ~,,--,.-
5 1.9 1. 4 0 0 14 20 29 41 22 31 4 6 1 1
5 19 1 4 0 0 19 27 31 44 16 23 4 6 0 0
1 4 0 0 0 0 55 78 7 10 I 4 6 2 3 2 3
-
3 11 0 0 0 0 28 40 24 34 10 14 2 3 6 8
-
3 11 0 0 0 0 19 27 32 46 13 18 5 7 1 1
4 15 0 0 0 0 26 37 29 41 12 17 3 4 0 0
2 7 0 0 0 0 18 25 29 41 13 18 3 4 7 10
2 7 1 4 0 0 25 36 29 41 10 14 5 7 1 1
4 15 0 0 a 0 22 31 29 41 15 21 3 4 1 1
,- ....--
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Mi.ss Perot's topic, "I'he Rigl1t to Read Program" also
received a majority of good ratings. Five or 19 per cent of the
principals and fourteen or 20 per cent of the teachers rated this
topic as excellent. A poor rating was given by one or 4 per cent
of the principals and four or 5 per cent of the teachers.
Many participants indicated by personal cOlrrment on their
evaluations that the outstanding activity of the day was Mrs.
Bracken's talk. They felt she had many practical suggestions to
offer.
It was interesting to note "that the following statements
reCei\led tl1e greatest number" of excellel1t ratiIlgs from both prirl-
cipals and teach.ers: "topics beneficial to administrators,"
"organ.izational plan,1f and "o"\ler-all plan of the day."
Statements 5 and 7 which dealt wlth survey requests and
suggestions for per~onal follow-up were both marked excellent by
nine or 35 per cent of t11e prj_ncipals. In a.ddi-tion, eighteen or
25 per cent of the teachers thought statement 5 to be excellent
and twenty-two or 31 per cent of them gave an excellent rating
to statemell.t 7.
T1lventy-thr(~e 01." 88 per cent of' the principals rated the
statement pertaining to practical suggestions as excellent or
good and £ifty~one or 73 per cent of the teachers indicated the
same opinion. It is evident from this table that the majority
found, the first da)l' S pJ:ograrn very beneficial and practical.
Twenty-three principals concluded their evaluation with
personal remarks. Seventeen were expressions of appreciation.
Five offered suggestions for future in-service workshops and one
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criticized the activities as being geared mainly to administra-
tors.
Personal remarks were also given by forty-four of the
seventy teachers present. Gratitude was expressed by twenty-
five~ Fifteen suggested that future in-service programs include
demonstrations and small group sharing sessions. The four criti-
cisms that were received stated the panel discussion was boring
because it was geared to administrators.
Par-tj.cipc~I1ts' Evaluation of Program--Second Day
Responses concerning the second day's activities are
represented in Table 5. The topic receiving the most excellent
votes 'Nas "Reading in the Total School---Grouping Procedures" de-
livered by ~1r. Vernon Eady. Fifteen principals and thirty-one
teachers both representing 58 per cent of their group rated the
topic as excellent.
"Suggestions for In-Service" prese1'1ted by the wri ter
ranked second with eleven or 42 per cent of the principals and
twenty-six or 49 per cent of the teachers scoring excellent for
this topic.
Nine or 35 per cent of the principals scored excellent
for the topic "Current Approaches, Methods and Materials in
Reading," given by Mrs. Peery and twenty-two or 41 per cent of
the teachers gave the Sillue rating. This topic received the third
highest excellent rating from all participants.
Sister Colleen's topic, f1}"(eading in tIle Content Area, It
and Cherie Clodfeller's discussion on "Preventing Reading Prob-
TABLE 5
PARTICIPANTS' E~~UATION OF PROGRAM--SECOND DAY
___________,...,.._A ... ...-__......-- _
Principals'
Statements on Evaluation Sheet 1 2
No. % No. %
---_.-._....._----_.._---,-------------------------+-~I---+---+--_.
laG Current Approaches, Methods and Materials 9 35 15 58
--------.-.----,---------------------I---P----I--+---
Ib~
lc.
Diagnosis--Formal and Informal (film)
Reading in the Total School--Grouping
Procedu.res
5 19 12 46
15 58 10 38
---.-----------...--....-.--.--------------+----+---1....----1--
Id. Preventing Reading Problems 6 23 12 46
-------------------------------of---+----f---t---
Ie. Reading in the Content Area 6 23 17 65
-----------.-.--------------------1f.--+----t--- -'""
1£.
2.
3.
4.
Suggestions for In-Service
Topics were beneficial to Administrators
Practical suggestions were offered
Organizational Plan of the day was
apI)ropr iate
11 42 14 54
12 46 12 46
19 73 7 27
19 73 3 12
----------.....:.----------------------t"'--·1----t·-·--·
5. Survey requests were sufficiently handled 10 38 14 54
---------------------------------t---1--·-+--~--
6.
7.
The over-all plan of t11e Program was
defined clearly and was understood
Suggestions for personal follow-up were
suffi(~iel1t
12 46 12 46
10 38 12 46
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TABLE 5--Continued
Rating Teachers' Rating
3 4 5 1 2 3 4 5
-"
No. % ,1'Jo (\ ~?b I~o • % No. .% N' 'f6 No. % No. % No. %
----1.-·-_.-'" o.~--
2 8 0 () 0 0 ,22 41 27 50 4 8 0 0 0 0
-----
8 31 0 0 1 4 7 13 30 56 15 29 0 0 1 2
0 0 1 4 0 0 31 58 19 36 3 6 0 0 0 0
6 23 1 L1 1 4 19 36 22 41 12 23 0 0 0 0.r
..
3 12 0 0 0 0 21 40 25 47 3 6 0 0 4 8
1 4 0 0 0 0 26 49 24 45 2 4 0 0 1 2
2 8 0 0 0 0 22 41 25 47 3 6 0 0 3 6
0 0 0 0 0 0 25 47 24 45 4 8 0 0 0 0
4 16 0 0 0 0 25 47 26 49 2 4 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 2 8 25 47 23 43 4 8 0 0 1 2
2 8 0 0 0 0 24 45 26 49 3 6 0 0 0 0
---
2 8-=14 1 .4 ] r- 28 29 55 7 13 1 2 1 2_::J
._-->, ,~.
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lems, ". 1)ot11 received an excellent .rating troIn SJ..X or 23 per
cent of the principals. Also, twenty-one or 40 per cent of the
teachers rated "Reading in the Content Area" as excellent, while
"Preventing Reading Problems" was scored excellent by nineteen
or 36 per cent of the teachers.
The film enti tIed "Diagnosis--Formal and Informal" V\Tas
the least popular activity of the day. Although it received a
majority of good ratings it was the topic to receive the highest
number of fair ratings. Eight or 31 per cent of the principals
and fifteen or 29 per cent of the teachers felt this topic did
not satisfactorily meet their needs.
StatenleIlts 3 and 4 which deal t \vi th "practical sugges-
tions offered 1f 3.nd "organizational plan of the day" were given
the excellent rating by 73 per cent of the principals and 47 per
cent of the teachers.
Excellent was the' comment given about "topics ben.eficial
to Administrators" and "the over-all plan of the daytl by 46 per
cent of tIle principals. However tl1e teachers weren't In total
agreement. "Topics beneficial to Administrators" received 41
per cent of the teachers' votes as excellent and "the over-all
plan of the dayr ft was rated excellent by 45 per cent of the
teachers.
Ten or 38 per cent of the principals thought statements
5 and 7 which dealt with survey requests and suggestions for
personal follow-up were excellent. While twenty-five or 47 per
cent of the teachers agreed that statement 5 was excellent, only
fifteen or 28 per cent of the teachers were in agreement about
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the excellence .of statement 7.
Twenty-two principals added personal remarks on their
evaluation sheet. Gratitude and congratulations were offered by
seventeen of them. Four principals made suggestions concerning
the organizational plan of the day and one .criticism was given
that workshops should not be held on Saturday.
Personal remarks were made by thirty-five of the teachers
present. Twenty-five teachers expressed appreciation, nine of
i:11ern. Inad(~ sllggestiol1S £<;>r other topics in which they are inter-
ested, selecting a day for in-service and different types of
participation. One offered the criticism that the program was
too long.
The purpose of Table 6 is to show the number of partici-
pants who felt the need for future in-service programs.
TABLE 6
REQUESTS FOR FUTURE IN-SERVICE
Principals Teachers
Yes No Yes No
l'J() " % No. % No. % No. %
--_..
24 92 2 8 46 87 7 13
---~
Twen-ty'-four or 92 per cent of the principals and forty-six or
87 per cent of the teachers indicated that Reading In-Service
progrillns would be beneficial and appreciated throughout the
school year. 'l'\NO or 8 per cent of t11e prirlcipa1s alld seven or
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13 per cent of the teachers gave a negative reply. This table
indicates without a doubt that principals and teachers are aware
of their need for continuing education.
Conclusion
The purpose of this chapter was to report the findings
of the preliminary questionnaire and the evaluation of the In-
service progr~m. The preliminary questionnaire helped establish
the background of the p~incipals involved and their needs. It
was the spring-boaxd from which the in-service program evolved.
Judging from the comments of the principals regarding the work-
shop, the topics presented satisfactorily touched upon the areas
they desired.
The findings of the evaluation point to a need for con-
tinuing in-service in order to keep educators alerted to recent
trends and to provide an opportunity for them to share with
their colleagues the many valuable experiences they have en-
countered. It is evident from the tables presented in this chap-
ter that the reading in-service program was most valuable to the
participants.
CI-IAPTER V
SUM~V\RY AND CONCLUSIONS
Reading instruction for today's students involves class-
room and reading teachers at all levels and their administrators.
I11terested l)arerl-ts have forced educators to become awa.re of theix'
o'bligatiol1 to teacl1 students how to read., If a chj.ld can't read
it's the educators responsibility to find out why and prescribe
a solution. Since reading is a basic tool of learning, retarda~
tion in this subject prohibits a child's progress in all phases
of his education. In the past remedial assistance was the an-
swer to a child's reading problem. Today educators seek to pre-
vent the problem from arising. Realizing this, the role of the
principal in preventing reading problems is indeed a necessary
consideration. Although effective administration is not the
only preventive measure for success, it is a sizable contribu-
tion. It is expedient that principals recognize their obliga-
tion to HknovJ readi11g." Tilis lCll0w'ledge entails more than a merE:~
acquaintance with what is being said about the subject. Adminis-
trators should know the principles of reading, psychological
factors related to learning and the methods and techniques which
constitute good practice~ What more effective way would there
be to generate respect, create interest, present challenge, and
cause (:?;rltJ1t.lsi.'aJu tllan to bE: able to offex' intel1.igE~nt 1(-:~adel:'sI1j1I)
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and help when and to the extent it is needed.
In an effort to make the principals of the Diocese of
Dallas a1vare of tlleir role in preventing reading problems the
writer surveyed their needs. Three-fourths of the principals
responded and from their requests, an in-service reading program
was plaI1rled. This pJ:ogram was given on October 29-30, 1971 at
St. Monica School in Dallas, Texas. The Diocesan Superintendent
and Supervisors gave their permission and support to the under-
-t3.kirl~J.. Ecluca.toJ:·S from 28 parochial schools participated in tIle
two~day workshop.
The in-service program featured a keynote address by a
member of the National Reading Council and lectures were given
by professors of reading from near-by universities. The lecture
sessions inclllded deIJ1C)rlstratiOl1S, 11arld",cJuts, practical sugges ....
tions, and discussion perio6s o Also on the agenda was a film,
a panel and a sharing of in-service information.
TIle particj-I)(3.D.ts' evaluation of tI1e in-service program
indicated the project was successful. Their responses focused
attention on their awareness of the need to continue in-service
education. Attaining this awareness was one of the writer's
main objectives ill offerirlg thi~ in-service program. TIle a-
chievement of this goal was most gratifying.
In conclusion the writer offers Austin's cmmuent for
considel~a tion_
:Che best desigrled I)l-ogram c,:\rl be reduced to utter fail-
ure, unless administrators, teachers, parents and pupils
Vvo:r:lc e11tI1l1Sit.tsti(~clll.y for :Lts succ:ess. P:ce-serv:ice and i.11-
s(~:rv·i.c:e t·ra_irlirl~J ShOl.l1ci be a.lterecl dra.sti(~ally to !)repare
a(irl1ir)~LstrcJ.tOX"f3 a.J1cl tecl(:ll(~J~S f()):, tlleir l1(~"V roles. l'lle truly
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important factor in creating good or poor reading achieve-
ment is tIle g,llali ty of t11e teacher when her best efforts are
supported by a knowledgeable administrator. l
1M r""ar~l ',--.
SandraM. Br()'I~/\711,
p. 28.
Aus tin, Nevvsbool< in Readi.nq I_ll,§..,!.2?uc t iorl , ed.
(New York: Multimedia Education, Inc., 1971),
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APPENDIX A
Pl~INCII)AL' S EXPERIENCE AND IN-SERV'ICE NEEDS
1. Years of Experience as a Principal:
1-5
-----
6-15
-----
over 15
-----
2. How many undergraduate courses have you had in reading?
3. How many graduate courses in reading have you had?
4. vJha t tYPE-~ e>f Ill-Service opportunities have you experienced i.I1
tIle pctst year?
Readina Conference
------- -'
_________Reading Workshop
Reading Demonstration
-----
Teachers' Meeting
-----
5. Were you able to put any of the ideas obtained from In-ser-
vice in your school?
______yes
Please exp1ai11:
n·o
-----
6. If provisions were made for an In-Service Workshop in Read-
ing, in what particular areas would you be interested?
Please ch~ose 3 in order of preference.
____Reading Readiness and Beginning Reading Success.
_, Evaluating the reading program and children's progress.
___Current apprC)aClleS and methods in Reading.
____Grouping procedures for the effective teaching of Read-
ing"
____Reading in the Content Areas.
_____Suggestions for providing In-Service for your £aculty~
___Selecting and E\Taluating Reading l\laterials.
__. _Illvol"\Ting parents in the Reading Programs.
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__, _Preventillg Reading Problems.
____Diagnosis and Treatment of Reading Problems.
____Providing for the retarded reader.
MEMO TO:
RI~MINDER:
Wl-IEN:
CONDUCTED BY:
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APPENDIX 13
Principals and Interested Faculty Members.
In-Service Reading Program
Friday, October 29th - 1:30 - 4:30
Saturday, October 30th - 9:30 - 4:30
St. Monica School
4140 Walnut Hill Lane
Dalla~, Texas 75229
To alert Educators of their responsibility
to provide for effective Reading instruction.
Sister Marita McKenna, CeS.B.
Principal of St. JvlC)11jJ.::.a School
N.B. The week of October 25th, you will receive a phone
call requesting the following information:
1 •. Number of participants from your school who will
attend the workshop.
2. Nwnber of those wisl1ing to purcI1ase a box lunch
($1.00) on Saturday.
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APPENDIX C
ST. MONICA SCHOOL
4140 Walnut Hill Lane
Dallas, Texas
J{EADING_ IN:-SEl"{VICE SCHEDlJLE
fri.day:
1:30
-
1:45
1:45
-
2:15
2:15 .... 3:15
3:15 ..- 3:30
3:30 -. 4:30
Registration
"Right to Read Prograrn" ••• Miss Bette Perot
"'.fIle Administrator and the Reading Program"
.~.Panel
(:offee Break
ttEvD.ltl.ation, Dj_agnosj_s and Treatment of Readi11g
Problerns" ••• Mrs. Dorothy Br'acken
Coffee Brec.\k
"f)j_agnosis - F'oJ:-rnal and Informal" ••• Film
"Reading in" tI1.e Total School - Grouping
Pl_"ocedures" «. ,.r·1r., 'Jernon. Ead)T
...
"Current !\lJl?l-:-oaches, Met.llocls and Mat.E~rials lrl
Reading" tvlrs. Glen Peery
"Suggestio11S fC)l" Il1~-E;ervj_cet'
Si.sterMa.rita, C.S.B.
I...u..nch
"P:r:c;ventiI1g Readi.!lg I-'roblems"
Miss Cherie Clodfeller
"Reacli11g in the Corltent Area tf ••• Sister
Colleen, S.S.N.D.
(-:o~f£ee Break
9:30 """' 10:30
10:30
-
11:00
11:00 .... 11:15
11:15
-
12:15
12:15
-
1:15
1:15
-
2:15
2:15
-
2:30
2:30
-
3:30
3:30 .- 4:00
4:00 -,. 4:15
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APPENDIX D
EVALlJATION - FIRST DAY
Please evaluate each item below.
Code: 1 Cl excellen-t 2. good 3. fair 4. poor
1. Evaluate the informational aspect of today's topics:
a. The Right to Read Program
b~ The Administrator's Role in the Reading
P~r:ogr'elm
c. Evaluation, Diagnosis and Treatment of
Reading Problems
1 2 3 LI~
1 234
1 234
2. Topics were beneficial to Administrators 1 2 3 4
3. Practical suggestions were offered 1 2 3 4
4. Organizational Plan of the day was appropiiate 1 2 3 4
5. Survey requests-were .sufficiently handled 1 2 3 4
6. The over-all plan of -the program \vas defined
clearly and was understood by participants 1 2 3 4
7. Suggestions for personal follow-up as a result
of this program were sufficient I 2 3 4
PerSCHlal cornments a.bout the In-Service Program:
-,...."..__. "'-----,....-.._--------------------
_____'lI'IJ......,._,, - _
I am a ___~.__.__...._._prirlcipal teacher
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APPENDIX E
EVALUATION - SECOND DAY
Please evaluate each item below.
Code: 1. excellent 2. good 3. fair 4. poor
1. Evaluate the informational aspect of today's topics:
a. Currerlt Approaclles, Methods and Materials
In Reading 1 2 3 4
b. Di.agnosis- Formal and Informal ( fj~lm) 1 2 3 4
c. Readir1g in the Total School--Grouping
ProCedtlres 1 2 3 4
d. Preventing Reading Problenls 1 2 3 4
e. Readil1g in tIle Content Area 1 2 3 4
t. Suggestions for I11-Service 1 2 3 4
2. Topics Vv(~re tJenefici.al to Ad!nin.istrators 1 2 3 4
3. Practical sllggestio!1s were offered 1 2 3 4
4. Organizational Pla...""1 of the day was appropriate I 2 3 4
5. Survey requests were sufficiently handled 1 2 3 4
6. The over-all plan of the program was defined
clearly and was understood by partic.ipants 1 2 3 4
7. Suggestions for personal follo\v-up as a
result of this program were sufficient 1 2 3 4
Personal comrnents about the In-Service Progrilln:
Future In-Service Reading Programs would be beneficial and
appreciated throughout the school year yes no.
I anI a ___________Principal Teacher
------
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